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Abstract: In this paper we analyze big data analytic & Deep 

Learning is not supposing as two entire various concept. BigData 

mean extreme simple larger data into set in that may be analyzes 

as finding into pattern, trend. The first techniques in that may 

useful with data analyzed therefore in capable to helping to 

finding abstract pattern into Big Data is DeepLearning. It is 

applying into DeepLearning into Big Data, it can be find out 

nameless & useful pattern in that not possible up to now. This is 

technique as present into extra active areas into researches in the 

medical sciences. From increases sizes & complex into medical 

data’s such as X-ray, deeplearning gain into small success to 

prediction as several diseases such as pneumonia, diabetes. The 

project is proposed into two deeplearning model used to Keras & 

too we can be building in a regression models in to predicted as  

employee pay per hour, & we are builds in a classifications 

models in predict when it is na patient have been diabetes.  

 

Index terms: Deep Learning, Big data.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent terms as BigData mean collect, process & 

presents in the result of  the small amount as data we comes 

on high speed into various of the format. The customary 

Machine Learning tool has short coming while if they face 

for Big Data & need to solving into BigData area problem. 

The BigData & deeplearning is two important words into 

data sciences nowadays. BigData Analytic & Deep Learning 

are two high-focus of data science. The larger volume into 

data collected among organization is utilized with several 

purposes like solved as problem into marketing, technology, 

medical science, national intelligence, fraud detection etc. 

The customary data processing system is not adequate into 

handles, analyzed & processing in the collect data is 

unlabelled, uncategorized & very complex.  

Deeplearning as an increasing popular sub set as 

machinelearning. Deeplearning model is build into uses as 

neural network. At neural networks taking to input, which is 

the processing to out of sight layer using weight is adjusted 

throughout training. In the modeling as spitted into 

predictions. The weight is so adjust as finding into pattern as 

order as make good prediction. The user not required to 

specific value whatever it pattern is looked as the neural 
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networks learn as it isowning. Deeplearning is suitable form 

exploit larger volume of the data & form analyzes rare data 

from multiple source and into various style. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 BIGDATA: 

In the terms of “big data” as relatively latest, in the act into 

gather & stored into larger amount of the information with 

event analysis as age old. In the concept of gained moment 

into the near the beginning 2000 which is industry analysis 

Doug Laney articulated in the now main stream definite of 

the big data to the three Vs. 

 

DEEP LEARNING:  

Deeplearning as aspects into artificial intelligence (AI) (i.e),  

concerns into emulating to the learn approaches as that 

human being used to gain certain type into knowledge‟s. In 

the simple, deep learning may be during into ways as 

automatic predictive analytic shared .Deep Learning as 

sub-field to machine learning concentrate for algorithm 

inspire among the structure & function to the brain known as 

artificial neuralnetworks. YoshuaBengio is other leaders into 

deep learning though begin for strong interested as the 

automatic featurelearning as larger neural network is capable 

into achieved. It is described as deep learning into term of 

algorithm capability as discovered as & learn good 

representations using feature learning.“Deep learning 

algorithms seen to use unknown structures into the input 

distributions to order into discover good representation, often 

at multiple levels, with higher-level learned features defined 

in terms of the low level feature”. 

 

KERAS:  

Keras as powerful & easy to uses from free open source and 

Python libraries with developed into evaluate into deep 

learning model. It is efficient numeric computation library 

&Tensor Flows & it is allowed into defined & train neural 

networks model as just a few line as code. Uses if Keras you 

are needed into deeplearning library as a  

1. Allow with easy & fast prototype into user friendliness, 

modularity, & extensibility  

2. Supports convolution networks and recurrent networks, as 

known as combinations in the two. 

 3. Runs seamlessly on CPU & GPU.  And run out Python 2.7 

/ 3.5 & it is seamless executed into GPU and CPU gives as the 

under as framework.  
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Build Deep Learning Models with Keras: 

The focused into Keras as ideal model is the main types in the 

modeling as known to Sequence while it can linear stacks of 

the layer. It is created as a sequence & adding layer in that 

ordered as that your wishes with the computation is perform. 

Once define, your run the model which is made of uses as the 

under frameworks in to optimizes in the computational is 

performed through the model. It is specifically to the losses 

function & the optimizes is used. Once compile, in the 

models might be fit into data. It is finished as one batching as 

data on time that fire off entire models trained as region. 

Whatever is all the computes happened. Once trained, may 

be uses in your models as to making into prediction at new 

data. 

It is summarizes in the constructions of the deeplearning 

model into Kera as following: 

1. It is called as you models and it can create as sequences& 

add layer. 

2. Compile you can model. Specific losses to function & 

optimizer. 

3. Fits into your models. Executed to the models using data‟s. 

4. Making as prediction. Uses in the model as generated 

prediction on new data‟s. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

Keras as user friendly neuralnetworks libraries write into 

Pythons. It is proposed into two deeplearning model uses as 

Keras: one form regressions & one with classifications. It is 

built at a regression models as to predicted into employee run 

per hour, & it is build on classifications models as to predicts 

which is a patients have been diabetes. The dataset can be 

uses as relative cleans, therefore it can performing as many 

data pre-processor into ordering as to getting our data ready 

with models. Dataset in used to future project cannot be 

therefore cleaned in this examples, We may missed into 

value as still can require as to used as data pre-process 

technique as altered you dataset into getting more accurate 

result. 

Reading in the training data 

With the regression deeplearning models, in the first steps as to 

reading out data they will be used as inputs. In this examples, 

they have been used to the „hour wage‟ data set 

 

 
 

Split up the dataset into inputs and targets 

Then, it is required as splitted as up you data set to input 

(train X) & our targets (train y). Our inputs shall every 

columns never „wage per hour‟ therefore „wage per hour‟ is 

what we will be attempting to predict. Therefore, „wage per 

hour‟ can be our targets. It is used as pandas „drops‟ 

functions as drops in the columns „wage per hour‟ with our 

data‟s framework & stored into the variables „train X‟. and 

input. 

 

Building the model 

Next, we have to build the model. Here is the code: 

 
Compiling the model 

Then, it is needed as to compile our models. Compile the 

model taken in two parameter: optimizes as a losses. These 

are optimizes controls are the learning rate. 

E. Training the model 

Then it will training as our models. at train, it is uses in the 

„fit()‟ functions into models at the follows as five parameter: 

training data (train X), target data (train y), validations into 

split, in the number as epochs & callback. 
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Making predictions on new data 

If  it is  models into make prediction as a new data, we will be 

uses in the „predict()‟ functions, passed into our new data. 

The output will be „wage per hour‟ prediction. 

 
 

Classification model 

Recently as let‟s moves into onto builds as our model with 

classifications. while several step it will be repeated for the 

before models, as only going to over new concept. In these are 

next model, they are go to predicts since patient has been 

diabetes or not. 

 

 

 
 

 

Which it separates as the targets as columns, it is required to 

call „to categorical ()‟ functions and it can be column can be 

„one hot encode‟. Current, as patients as no diabetes as 

represents within as 0 into the diabetes columns & a patient 

diabetes as represent for on 1. From one-hot encodes, the 

integer can be removes & an binary variable as input within 

each categories. In our cases, it is two categories: no diabetes 

& diabetes. At patient for no diabetes has represent through 

[1 0] & patient for diabetes as represented among [0 1]. 

 

 
 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT  

And this presented into significant challenge as deeplearning 

Deep learning methods as we used with data analyzed into 

therefore that capable into helps into finding as abstract 

pattern as Big Data. They will applys into Deep Learning as 

Big Data, they can finds into called as useful pattern in that 

have been not possible.  
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Deep Learning is the advantages as potential provides at a 

solutions of addressing to the data analysis & learning 

problem found out into huge volume in input data‟s. The 

proposed models , as two model is utilizes as trains and 

efficiently into deep machine learning base prediction model 

with predicting diabetes into patients & predicts as employee 

wage per hour . Deep learning make into this tasks as more 

effective on deep learning be efficiently in cases of the images 

data process. Form future works, optimizates as a result has 

been done form improves as the performances of the 

predictions. Furthermore, volumes as a images data is 

collected & data processing to done into top  and Hadoop 

framework. 
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